
WHOLE PERSON | WHOLE TEAMS

Target Audience: Teams who want to be high performing in the midst of accelerating change and disruption. 

WHY IS THIS CRITICAL?
Uncertainty and continuous change in times of crisis increases stress, lowers 
productivity and impacts results.
 
• In contrast, relationships drive engagement and productivity. 
• Teams need to care for and hold each other accountable on objectives, shared vision 

and team behaviours as a foundation to a team’s success.  
• Wholeness creates the conditions for sustained achievement; how our teams can stay 

balanced in the face of challenges and sustain their best work in the long haul.
• We need practical steps to support, challenge and coach each other as fellow team 

members.
• This workshop helps you be a Whole Person and a Whole Team, for a shared mindset 

to bring your best self forward and edify your colleagues to deliver the best results. 

WHAT IS IT?

WHOLE PERSON | WHOLE TEAMS
This experiential learning experience focuses on: 

• Identification of tell-tale signs of fragmentation in ourselves and our team.
• Team coaching approaches and skills to challenge and support one another. 
• Wholeness as an approach to bring the collective team together for contribution.
• The ABC pathways: Anchoring, Balancing and Clearing. 
• Anchoring to our shared purpose, values, identity and responsibilities.
• Balancing by embracing opposites in our thinking to have cognitive flexibility. 
• Clearing, decluttering and focusing on what matters.

OUTCOMES
In this highly engaging workshop, participants will help themselves and their team: 

• Practise ways to create mental space in their busy lives. 
• Cultivate cognitive flexibility to access insights for better decision-making.
• Adopt practices that incorporate higher order purpose and values to inspire the 

courage and commitment needed to persist despite challenges.
• Define team norms for shared vision, accountability and support. 
• Apply peer coaching techniques to support team collaboration and performance.
• Craft out a strategy for working and living holistically for sustained contribution.
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“Wendy addressed our employees live in 
Singapore and virtually in our Asia Pacific offices on 
the topic “Wholeness: Balance for Better”. This 
topic was important and very relevant to us. Wendy 
led an engaging session, showing us how we can 
all achieve both in the work and personal spheres, 
providing practical ideas that we could take away 
and apply using her ABC framework towards 
wholeness.”

Katie Smith, Talent, Culture & Engagement 
Director, Asia Pacific, Experian

Public Course Dates

2021: 19 Aug 

  Register at: bit.ly/FLAME_WPWT_RegForm

Shared Vision, Accountability and Performance

Based on the concepts from 
Wholeness in a Disruptive World by 
Wendy Tan

PENDING

“Your talk was very inspiring and thoughtful. I love 
your personal stories which give hope, strength 
and inspiration. It will be a great learning for many 
of my high achievers to make them stop and think 
at times, find a better "balance of the forces" and 
with that, be even more efficient, effective and 
whole.”

Rainer Wolf, VP & GM Manufacturing, 
Edwards Lifesciences Pte Ltd

• An assessment of team behaviours before and 8 weeks after the workshop.
• Live instructor-led classroom learning and coaching for skills enablement and team 

commitment (8 hours) and a follow-up session 8 weeks later to cultivate lasting team 
behaviours for wholeness (4 hours) 

• Flexible delivery options are available to accommodate different needs, geographies, 
time zones and languages 

http://bit.ly/FLAME_WPWT_RegForm

